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CONVERGENCE OF ESTIMATORS IN THE POLYNOMIAL

MEASUREMENT ERROR MODEL

UDC 519.21

A. G. KUKUSH AND YA. V. TSAREGORODTSEV

Abstract. A polynomial measurement error model is considered. The variance of
errors in the regressor variable and the covariance between errors in the regressor
variable and errors of the response variable are assumed to be known. The adjusted
least squares estimator of regression parameters adopts the ordinary least squares
estimator to the errors presented in the regressor. Conditions for the strong consis-
tency of the estimator are found. These conditions are weaker as compared to those
by Cheng and Schneeweiss (1998) [Journal of the Royal Statistical Society B, no. 1,
189–199]. Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic normality of the estimator are also
found.

1. Introduction

The polynomial relation between the variables is given by

yi = β0 + β1ξi + β2ξ
2
i + · · ·+ βkξ

k
i + εi,

xi = ξi + δi, i = 1, . . . , n,

where the errors (δi, εi), i ≥ 1, are independent identically distributed pairs of random
variables with zero means and the covariance matrix

(1) Ω :=

(
σ2
δ σδε

σδε σ2
ε

)
.

Here ξi, i ≥ 1, are unobservable nonrandom variables called hidden variables. This
setting corresponds to the so-called functional measurement error model. In the case of
the structural model, {ξi} is a sequence of independent identically distributed random
variables.

The parameters σ2
δ and σδε are assumed to be known. Given the observations (xi, yi),

i = 1, . . . , n, the problem is to estimate the regression parameters β0, . . . , βk and, possibly,
the variance σ2

ε .
Cheng and Schneeweiss [4] construct an adjusted least squares estimator of the regres-

sion parameters. A survey of the literature on the polynomial regression model can also
be found in [4]. Cheng, Schneeweiss, and Thamerus [5] observe that the adjusted least
squares estimator is unstable if the size of a sample is small or moderate. A modified
adjusted least squares estimator whose behavior is nicer for small and moderate samples
and that is asymptotically equivalent to the adjusted least squares estimator as n → ∞
is constructed in [5]. Therefore the modified adjusted least squares estimator better fits
practical needs, especially if the size of a sample is not large.
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Cheng and Kukush [6] used the adjusted least squares estimator to construct a good-
ness of fit criterion for the polynomial functional measurement error model. Since the
adjusted least squares estimator is useful for the structural model, the criterion men-
tioned above can be used in the structural model as well. Hall and Ma [7] constructed a
more powerful goodness of fit criterion for the structural polynomial model.

The aim of this paper is to weaken the conditions used in [4] to prove the consistency
of the adjusted least squares estimator of the regression parameter and to find sufficient
conditions for the asymptotic normality of this estimator (no condition for the asymptotic
normality is mentioned in [4] at all). We do not require the convergence of certain
sampling moments of the hidden variable ξ to prove the consistency. Instead, we require
that the sampling moment of order 2k is bounded and that the determinant of a certain
matrix is separated from zero. This matrix is an analogue of the information matrix for
a finite sample. We require the convergence of sampling moments of all orders up to
4k− 2 to prove the asymptotic normality. Naturally, the modified adjusted least squares
estimator inherits the asymptotic properties of the adjusted least squares estimator.
Similar results for the adjusted least squares estimator are obtained in [11, 12] for the
linear vector model.

The paper is organized as follows. We describe the model for observations and intro-

duce the adjusted least squares estimators β̂A and σ̂2
ε,A in Section 2. Section 3 contains

results on the strong consistency of adjusted least squares estimators. The asymptotic

normality of β̂A is proved in Section 4. Also, a consistent estimator of the asymptotic

covariance matrix of β̂A is constructed in Section 4. Section 5 describes some possible
directions for further researches.

The following notation is used throughout the paper. The symbol E denotes the
mathematical expectation, while cov stands for the covariance matrix of a random vector.
The bar means an averaging; for example,

ξ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ξi, xy =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xiyi,

etc. The superscript T denotes the transposition; all vectors in the paper are columns.

The convergence with probability one and in distribution are denoted by
P1−→ and

d−→,
respectively. Every sequence of random variables or random matrices that converges

to zero with probability one is denoted by o(1). The expression ε
d
= ε1 means that the

random variables ε and ε1 have the same probability distribution. Positive constants that
do not depend on n, the size of a sample, are denoted by const; in particular, equalities
such as 2 · const = const may happen in the text below.

2. A model for observations and the adjusted least squares estimator

Let k ≥ 1 be fixed and consider the following model for observations:

(2) yi = ρTi β + εi, xi = ξi + δi, i = 1, . . . , n,

where ρi := (1, ξi, ξ
2
i , . . . , ξ

k
i )

T and β := (β0, β1, . . . , βk)
T; ξi, i = 1, . . . , n, are nonrandom

values of the hidden variable ξ. The errors (δi, εi), i = 1, . . . , n, form a sequence of
independent identically distributed random pairs with zero means and the covariance
matrix Ω defined in (1), and with positive variances σ2

δ and σ2
ε .

All moments E δj , j = 2, . . . , 2k, and E δjε, j = 1, . . . , k, are assumed to be known.
Following [4] we construct an adjusted least squares estimator of the parameter β.
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If (ξi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n, are observed, then the usual least squares estimator is con-
structed with the help of the estimating function

S
(β)
LS (ξ, y;β) := ρy − ρρTβ, ρ = ρ(ξ) :=

(
1, ξ, . . . , ξk

)T
.

This is an unbiased estimating function, that is,

(3) Eβ S
(β)
LS (ξ, y;β) = 0

for all β ∈ R
k+1. Here and throughout the paper the symbol Eβ denotes the mathematical

expectation if β is the true value of the regression parameter, that is y = ρT(ξ)β + ε,

ε
d
= ε1; ξ is a nonrandom variable.

We observe x = ξ + δ, (δ, ε)
d
= (δ1, ε1), instead of ξ . Then we construct an adjusted

estimating function S
(β)
C (x, y;β) such that

Eβ S
(β)
C (x, y;β) = Eβ S

(β)
LS (ξ, y;β), β ∈ R

k+1.

The new estimating function is unbiased in view of equality (3). This property is a
necessary condition for the consistency of the adjusted least squares estimator that is

determined by the estimating function S
(β)
C .

To construct S
(β)
C , one needs to construct a matrix H(x) and vector h(x, y) such that

EH(x) = ρρT,(4)

Eβ h(x, y) = Eβ ρy; ξ ∈ R, β ∈ R
k+1.(5)

Then the adjusted estimating function is equal to

(6) S
(β)
C = h(x, y)−H(x)β.

To construct H(x), consider the polynomials

(7) tr =
r∑

j=0

arjx
j

for every 0 ≤ r ≤ 2k, where arj are functions of E δp, p = 0, . . . , r. The polynomials
defined by (7) are such that

E tr(x) = ξr, ξ ∈ R.

For example, t0 = 1, t1 = x, t2 = x2 − σ2
δ , and t3 = x3 − 3xσ2

δ − E δ3. The details of the
construction of the polynomials tr can be found in [4]. Then the solution of equation (4)
is determined by the matrix H with entries

(8) Hij(x) = ti+j(x), i, j = 0, . . . , k.

Recall that the moments E δp, p = 0, . . . , 2k, are known.
Further, a solution of equation (5) is written as follows:

(9) h = (hr)
k
r=0, hr = try −

r∑
j=0

brjtj .

Here brj are functions of E δp, p = 0, . . . , r, and E δpε, p = 0, . . . , r. In particular, h0 = y,
h1 = xy − σδε, and h2 = (x2 − σ2

δ )y − E δ2ε − 2σδεx. Details of the construction of the
solutions hr can be found in [4].

After the estimating function (6) is constructed, the adjusted least squares estimator

β̂A is found from the equation

1

n

n∑
i=1

S
(β)
C (xi, yi;β) = 0
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or

(10) Hβ = h, β ∈ R
k+1.

Here H and h are averaged matrices H(i) := H(xi) and vectors h(i) := h(xi, yi).

Definition 1. The estimator β̂A is given by

(11) β̂A = H
−1

h

if the matrixH is nondegenerate. Otherwise, we put β̂A = 0 if the matrixH is degenerate.

We also construct an estimator for the variance σ2
ε . If (ξi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n, are

observed, then the following estimating function is unbiased:

S
(σ2

ε)
LS

(
ξ, y;β, σ2

ε

)
:= y2 − yρT(ξ)β − σ2

ε .

That is,

Eβ,σ2
ε
S
(σ2

ε)
LS

(
ξ, y;β, σ2

ε

)
= 0, β ∈ R

k+1, σ2
ε > 0.

The adjusted estimating function is given by

S
(σ2

ε)
C

(
x, y;β, σ2

ε

)
= y2 − hT(x, y)β − σ2

ε .

In view of equality (5), the latter estimator is unbiased, since

Eβ,σ2
ε
S
(σ2

ε)
C

(
x, y;β, σ2

ε

)
= Eβ,σ2

ε
S
(σ2

ε)
LS

(
ξ, y;β, σ2

ε

)
.

To estimate σ2
ε , we use the equation

1

n

n∑
i=1

S
(σ2

ε)
C

(
xi, yi;β, σ

2
ε

)
= 0,

σ2
ε = y2 − h

T
β,

in addition to (10).

Definition 2. The estimator σ̂2
ε,A is given by

(12) σ̂2
ε,A = y2 − h

T
β̂A.

3. The consistency of the adjusted least squares estimator

Lemma 3. Let r > 1 be a fixed real number and let {ηk, k ≥ 1} be a sequence of indepen-
dent identically distributed random variables with zero mean and such that E |η1|r < ∞.
Let a sequence {ak, k ≥ 1} be such that

|a|r =
1

n

n∑
k=1

|ak|r ≤ const .

Then

aη =
1

n

n∑
k=1

akηk
P1−→ 0.

Proof. Without loss of generality one may assume that 1 < r ≤ 2. Given random
variables Xn = anηn, n ≥ 1, consider the series

(13)
∞∑

n=1

E |Xn|r
nr

= E |η1|r
∞∑

n=1

|an|r
nr

.
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Put A0 = 0, An = 1
n

∑n
k=1 |ak|r, n ≥ 1. Then |an|r = nAn − (n − 1)An−1, n ≥ 1. The

series on the right hand side of (13) converges since

∞∑
n=1

nAn − (n− 1)An−1

nr
=

∞∑
m=1

Am
(m+ 1)r −mr

mr−1(m+ 1)r
,

and the latter series converges as {Am} is bounded. Since 1 < r ≤ 2 and series (13)
converges, Theorem 12 of [3, Chapter VI] implies

aη =
1

n

n∑
k=1

Xk
P1−→ 0. �

Now we introduce a notion that is useful in the study of the strong consistency of
statistical estimators.

Definition 4. Let {An(ω), n ≥ 1} be a sequence of statements that depend on an
elementary random event ω ∈ Ω. We say that statements An = An(ω) eventually hold
if there exists a random event Ω0, P(Ω0) = 1, such that, for every ω ∈ Ω0, there exists a
positive integer number n0(ω) for which the statements An(ω) hold for all n ≥ n0(ω).

The following conditions are needed to prove the consistency of the estimator β̂A:

(i) ξ2k = 1
n

∑n
i=1 ξ

2k
i ≤ const.

(i′) E |δk−1ε|r < ∞ for some r > 1.

(ii) limn→∞ det(ρρT) > 0.

Theorem 5. Let conditions (i), (i′), and (ii) hold. Then the estimator β̂A is strongly
consistent, that is,

β̂A
P1−→ β, n → ∞.

Proof. a) First we show that the matrix H is eventually nondegenerate (in the sense of
Definition 4).

According to equalities (8), the matrix entries are given by Hij = ti+j . The difference
ti+j − E ti+j is a linear combination of terms zp := xp − Exp, 0 ≤ p ≤ 2k. Applying
the binomial theorem to xp = (ξ + δ)p we prove that zp is a linear combination of terms

guv := ξuδv − E ξuδv, u, v ≥ 0, u+ v ≤ p. If u = 0, then the strong law of large numbers

implies that δv − E δv
P1−→ 0, since v ≤ 2k and E δ2k < ∞. If v = 0, then gu0 = 0. Hence

(14) guv = ξu(δv − E δv)

for u, v ≥ 1, u+ v ≤ 2k. Next we use Lemma 3:

ξru ≤ const

for r = 2k
2k−1 and

E |δv − E δv|r ≤ constE |δ|vr ≤ const
(
1 + E |δ|(2k−1)r

)
< ∞

for the same r. Hence Lemma 3 yields the convergence guv
P1−→ 0, n → ∞. Therefore

(15) H − EH = H − ρρT
P1−→ 0, n → ∞.

Consider the matrix Φn := ρρT. This matrix is nondegenerate for n ≥ n0 in view of
condition (ii). Moreover, its entries ξi+j , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k, are bounded by condition (i). We
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represent the inverse matrix Φ−1
n in terms of the determinant and adjoint matrix. Thus

the Euclidean matrix norm for n ≥ n0 is such that∥∥Φ−1
n

∥∥ ≤ const

det(Φn)
, lim

n→∞

∥∥Φ−1
n

∥∥ ≤ const

limn→∞ det(Φn)
< ∞,∥∥Φ−1

n

∥∥ ≤ const .(16)

Now convergence (15) and inequality (16) show that eventually
∥∥H − Φn

∥∥ <
∥∥Φ−1

n

∥∥−1
.

Note that if the latter inequality holds, then the matrix H is nondegenerate by the
inverse operator perturbation theorem. This proves that H is eventually nondegenerate

and therefore equality (11) eventually holds for β̂A.
b) The behavior of h. Equalities (9) for 0 ≤ r ≤ k imply that

(17) hr = trρ
Tβ + trε−

r∑
j=0

brjtj .

We are going to check

hr − Eβ hr
P1−→ 0.

The further proof is similar to that of part a). Now the term

trε− E trε, 0 ≤ r ≤ k,

appears, and only this makes a difference. This term is a linear combination of

(18) fij := ξiδjε− E ξiδjε, i+ j ≤ k.

The strong law of large numbers implies for i = 0 that f0j
P1−→ 0. Now let i ≥ 1, j ≤ k−i.

We have ξ2i ≤ const, and condition (i′) implies

E
∣∣δjε− E δjε

∣∣r ≤ const ·E
∣∣δjε∣∣r < ∞

for r > 1. Then fij
P1−→ 0 by Lemma 3. Therefore

(19) h− Eβ h
P1−→ 0.

Considering (5) we conclude that

h = ρρTβ + o(1) = Φnβ + o(1).

c) We derive from equality (11) that eventually

(20) β̂A = (Φn + o(1))−1(Φnβ + o(1)) =
(
I +Φ−1

n o(1)
)−1 (

β +Φ−1
n o(1)

)
.

Here I denotes the unit matrix. By inequality (16),

(21)
∥∥Φ−1

n o(1)
∥∥ ≤

∥∥Φ−1
n

∥∥ · ‖o(1)‖ ≤ const ·o(1) = o(1).

Finally, relations (20) and (21) imply the convergence β̂A
P1−→ β. �

Consider one more condition.

(iii) E |ε|2+c < ∞ for some c > 0.

Theorem 6. Let conditions (i), (i′), (ii), and (iii) hold. Then both estimators β̂A and σ̂2
ε,A

are strongly consistent. In particular,

σ̂2
ε,A

P1−→ σ2
ε , n → ∞.
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CONVERGENCE OF ESTIMATORS IN THE POLYNOMIAL MODEL 87

Proof. It only remains to prove that the estimator of the variance is strongly consistent.
We have

y2 = βTρρTβ + 2βTρε+ ε2.

By Lemma 3, ρε
P1−→ 0, since condition (iii) holds. Moreover, ε2

P1−→ σ2
ε . Then y2 =

E y2 + o(1), and equality (12) yields the representation

σ̂2
ε,A = E y2 + o(1)−

(
βTρρT + o(1)

)
(β + o(1)) = σ2

ε + o(1). �

Remark 7. Theorem 6 essentially weakens the sufficient conditions for the consistency
used in [4]. First, Theorem 6 uses lower moments of errors and, second, it requires

that the sampling moment ξ2k is bounded and that detΦn is asymptotically separated
from zero instead of the assumption about the existence of a nondegenerate limit of the
matrices Φn as in [4]. Note that we do not assume the convergence of sampling moments
in Theorem 6.

4. Asymptotic normality of β̂A

The following central limit theorem is a special case of Lyapunov’s theorem [2, p. 73].

Theorem 8. Let {zi, i ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent random vectors in R
d with

zero means and such that

cov(z) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

cov(zi) → S, n → ∞.

Assume that there exists c > 0 such that

(22)
1

n

n∑
i=1

E ‖zi‖2+c ≤ const .

Then
√
nz =

1√
n

n∑
i=1

zi
d−→ N(0, S).

The following conditions are needed to prove the asymptotic normality of the estima-
tor.

(iv) For every r = 0, . . . , 4k − 2, there exists a finite limit

(23) μr := lim
n→∞

ξr.

Moreover, the matrix H∞ := (μi+j)
k
i,j=0 is nondegenerate.

(v) E δ2kε2 < ∞ and

|ξ|4k−2+c ≤ const, E |δ|4k−2+c < ∞,

E |ε|2+c < ∞, E |δk−1ε|2+c < ∞
for some c > 0.

Theorem 9. Let conditions (iv)–(v) hold. Then

√
n(β̂A − β)

d−→ N(0,Σ),(24)

Σ = H−1
∞ UH−1

∞ , U = lim
n→∞

cov(h−Hβ) = lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

cov
(
h(i) −H(i)β

)
,

where h(i) = h(xi, yi) and H(i) = H(xi).
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Proof. Assumptions of Theorem 5 are satisfied, and thus

H = EH + o(1) = ρρT + o(1).

Convergence (23) implies H
P1−→ H∞. Note that the latter matrix is positive definite.

Hence H is also eventually positive definite (see Definition 4). Hence eventually

(25)
√
n(β̂A − β) = H

−1 ·
√
n · h−Hβ.

Now we apply Theorem 8 to the independent random vectors zi := h(i) −H(i)β. By
relation (17),

(26) z := h−Hβ = (tρT −H)β −Bt+ tε,

where the entries of the matrix B are equal to

Brj =

{
brj , 0 ≤ j ≤ r ≤ k;

0, j > r, 0 ≤ r ≤ k − 1.

By construction of the functions h and H, we have E z = 0. Then the matrix

U := lim
n→∞

cov(z) = lim
n→∞

E zzT

is well defined by condition (iv). For example, μ4k−2 appears in

lim
n→∞

E (tρT −H)ββT(tρT −H)T.

It is important that tkρk−Hkk = tkρk− t2k as a polynomial of ξ involves the term ξ2k−1

and does not contain ξ2k. Moreover, the term tε contains δkε, whose variance is finite in
view of the first condition in (v).

Lyapunov’s condition (22) holds by (v). For example, the term tkρk −Hkk contains
const ·ξ2k−1δ. Consider

1

n

n∑
i=1

E
∣∣ξ2k−1

i δi
∣∣r = E |δ|r · |ξ|(2k−1)r < ∞

for r > 2, where r = 2 + c
2k−1 and c is a constant in condition (v). Reasoning as above,

we prove that Lyapunov’s condition holds for other components of the vector z.
Therefore Theorem 8 implies

√
n · h−Hβ

d−→ N(0, U),

whence we conclude that
√
n(β̂A − β)

d−→ N
(
0, H−1

∞ UH−1
∞

)
by the Slutskĭı lemma [1] and equality (25). �

Theorem 10. Let condition (iv) hold. Assume in addition that

(vi) E δ4k < ∞, E δ2kε2 < ∞, and

E |ε|2+c < ∞, E
∣∣δ2k−1ε2

∣∣1+c
< ∞, E

∣∣δ3k−1ε
∣∣1+c

< ∞
for some c > 0;

(vii) |ξ|4k ≤ const.

Then Σ̂ is a strongly consistent estimator of the matrix Σ defined in (24),

Σ̂ = H−1ÛH−1, Û =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
h(i) −H(i)β̂A

)(
h(i) −H(i)β̂A

)T

,

that is, Σ̂
P1−→ Σ as n → ∞.
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CONVERGENCE OF ESTIMATORS IN THE POLYNOMIAL MODEL 89

Proof. All the assumptions of Theorem 9 are satisfied, and thus convergence (24) holds.

In particular, the estimator β̂A is strongly consistent.

It is seen from the proof of Theorem 9 that H
P1−→ H∞. It remains to check that

Û
P1−→ U.

Put Δβ̂ = β̂A − β. Then Δβ̂
P1−→ 0 and

Û = (h−Hβ)(h−Hβ)T + rest,

rest = HΔβ̂ · (Δβ̂)TH − (h−Hβ)(HΔβ̂)T −HΔβ̂(h−Hβ)T.

Since β̂A is strongly consistent, rest
P1−→ 0. Indeed, the sequence of averages {x4k, n ≥ 1}

is bounded almost surely in view of conditions (vi) and (vii), whence we derive that the

average ‖H‖2 remains bounded almost surely as the size of a sample grows. Moreover,
the first term of the remainder term “rest” tends to zero almost surely. The almost sure
convergence of the second and third terms follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
since (as shown below) the sequence of averages

(27) ‖h−Hβ‖2

is bounded almost surely. It remains to check that

(28) (h−Hβ)(h−Hβ)T
P1−→ U = lim

n→∞
cov(h−Hβ)

or

(29) (h−Hβ)(h−Hβ)T − E (h−Hβ)(h−Hβ)T
P1−→ 0.

In particular, convergence (28) implies that the averages (27) are bounded almost surely.
Expansion (26) holds for z = h−Hβ. The terms z involve expressions ξiδj for i+j ≤ 2k,
i ≤ 2k − 1, and ξuδvε for u + v ≤ k. When considering zzT we have to consider some
additional terms as explained below.

a) The terms ξiδj for i+ j ≤ 4k, i ≤ 4k − 2. We need to prove the convergence

(30) ξiδj − E ξiδj
P1−→ 0.

Convergence (30) holds for i = 0 and j = 4k, since E δ4k < ∞ by condition (vi). Now

let j ≤ 4k − 1. We have |ξ|ri ≤ const for some r > 1 by condition (vii). In addition,
E |δj |q < ∞, q = 4k

j > 1, and thus convergence (30) holds by Lemma 3.

b) The terms ξiδjε2 for i+ j ≤ 2k. We need to prove the convergence

(31) ξiδjε2 − E ξiδjε2
P1−→ 0.

We have δjε2−E δjε2
P1−→ 0 for i = 0 and j ≤ 2k, since E |δjε2| < ∞ by condition (vi).

Moreover, |ξ|ri ≤ const for some r > 1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k and j ≤ 2k − 1 in view of condi-
tion (vii). In addition, E |δjε2|1+c < ∞, where the number c appears in condition (vi).
Convergence (31) holds by Lemma 3.

c) The terms ξiδjε for i ≤ 3k − 1, i+ j ≤ 3k. We need to prove the convergence

(32) ξiδjε− E ξiδjε
P1−→ 0.

We have δjε− E δjε
P1−→ 0 for i = 0 and j ≤ 3k, since E |δjε| < ∞ by condition (vi).

Moreover, |ξ|ri ≤ const for some r > 1 by condition (vii) if 1 ≤ i ≤ 3k−1 and j ≤ 3k−1.
Here E |δjε|1+c < ∞, where the number c appears in condition (vi). Convergence (32)
holds by Lemma 3.

Cases a)–c) considered above prove convergence (29), and this completes the proof of
Theorem 10. �
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Note that modified estimators β̂M and σ̂2
ε,M are constructed in the paper [5] for the

model of polynomial regression under consideration. These estimators are more stable
than the adjusted least squares estimator in the case of small samples, since the matrix H
(which can be nearly singular) is changed by a certain positive definite matrix when

evaluating β̂M (this procedure is similar to (11)). In addition, the estimator σ̂2
ε,M is

always positive in contrast to σ̂2
ε,A. If the covariance matrix Ω in (1) is nondegenerate as

well as the limit matrix H∞ in (iv), then the estimator β̂M is asymptotically equivalent

to β̂A, that is,
√
n(β̂M − β̂A)

P−→ 0 (see Theorem 2 in the paper [5]). Then the Slutskĭı

lemma [1] implies that Theorem 9 remains true for β̂M if Ω is nondegenerate. Also the

latter condition implies an analogue of Theorem 10 where we change the estimator β̂A

by β̂M in the expression for Û .

5. Concluding remarks

We obtained weaker conditions for the consistency of adjusted least squares estima-
tors as compared to those used in the paper [4] for the polynomial measurement error
functional model. We also found sufficient conditions for the asymptotic normality of

the estimator β̂A (this property is not studied in [4]). Modified estimators β̂M and σ̂2
ε,M

introduced in the paper [5] are more useful for small or moderate samples. Note that β̂M

possesses the same asymptotic covariance matrix as β̂A. The estimator β̂M is asymptot-

ically normal under the same conditions as those for β̂A if matrix (1) is nondegenerate.
In a forthcoming research work we plan to investigate whether or not the estima-

tors σ̂2
ε,A and σ̂2

ε,M are asymptotically equivalent. It would be interesting to consider

the structure normal model (2) where ξi, εi, and δi are normal random variables. Nat-
urally, the adjusted least squares estimator is useful for this model as well, but one can

construct the quasi-likelihood estimator β̂Q. We would like to compare the asymptotic

effectiveness of the estimators β̂A and β̂Q. Such a comparison for noncorrelated errors
(σδε = 0) is done in [9] (also see survey [10] where some other regression measurement
error models are mentioned). It is proved in [8] that the adjusted least squares estima-
tor is asymptotically normal in the linear functional measurement error model. We are
interested in obtaining such a result for the polynomial model.
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